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Foreword
The new release ‘Workers Mobility in Tax Sources’ (MMT) is a statistic trying to approach a particular sight
on Labour Market from the angle of changes affecting employees (registrations, de-registrations and job
tenure). Job tenure is studied from the point of view of geographical and sectoral mobility of workers. This stat
is a necessary complement for the release ‘Labour Market and Pensions in Tax Sources’ (MTP), which
considers Labour Market from a static yearly prospect. Yet, the stat ‘Workers Mobility in Tax Sources’
reflects, in a dynamic way, the changes happened in two years in a row and contains the social-demographic
features of employees: address, gender, nationality, age and job nature.

From the two-year period 2009-2010, the sectoral classification used is that harmonized with the new National
Classification of Economic Activities (CNAE 2009).
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Methodology
1. Overview
The new release ‘Workers Mobility in Tax Sources’ (MMT) is a statistic trying to approach a particular sight
on Labour Market from the angle of changes affecting employees (registrations, de-registrations and job
tenure). Job tenure is studied from the point of view of geographical and sectoral mobility of workers.
The stat takes the primary information out from employees registers included in Annual Summary of
Withholdings and Payments on Account on Earned Income (Form 190). The statistical tables complement
those included in the annual release ‘Labour Market and Pensions in Tax Sources’, which present a static
view of such market in the referenced year. The main contribution of this new release is a dynamic overview
on Labour Market: new registrations and leaves, job tenure and cross-sector, cross-Community and crossProvince movements. Both releases keep several classifications used previously such as gender, employees’
age, Autonomous Community and Province matching the workers tax address, the economic sector in which
they are enrolled, wage band (bracket) in which they are included and their nationality. The introduction of this
last variable tries to reach a measure of the impact of foreign population in employment evolution. This further
detail has to do with the growing demand of information about this point.
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2. Aim
‘Workers Mobility in Tax Sources’ is a quasi-census statistical approach based on the data included in the
Key ‘A’ of Form 190 about the compensation of employees declared by income payers, which shows the
movements of entry/exit in the Labour Market, as well as workers flows between Communities, Provinces and
different economic sectors, in the referenced period.
Available information comprises data from 2004 on. The information about Labour Market will be displayed
referred to two years in a row.
The aim of the stat is to provide the outcome of the changes happened in labour market comparing two years
in a row. The variations are understood, in a broad sense, as changes or movements in the situation of
workers within the market, in particular the access to a salaried status (job registration), de-registration from a
previous salaried situation and job tenure in a salaried condition. In this latter two are the viewpoints
considered by the stat: employees’ geographical mobility, noticed through the changes in their fiscal address
at an Autonomous Community/Province level1; and employees’ sectoral mobility. By studying these topics,
the dynamic and the performance of labour market in a biennial horizon can be explained.
The results of this stat address fully current issues and try to answer questions like what economic sectors
enclose more jobs stability?; what differences have to do with gender, nationality or age?; how important are
compensations in a job tenure?; what labour mobility flows are found among Autonomous Communities and
Provinces?; which Communities and Provinces are employment leaders? and so on.

Footnote 1: See Geographical Scope
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3. Reference Scopes
Population Scope
The population scope is the salaried people2, group consisting of recipients of earned income whose
compensations are included in Form 190, Key A (employed persons, in general), which is to say the recipients
of those compensations, in money or kind, paid by the Form 190 submitters (persons or corporations) as
earned income. Salaried people living in Foral Territories are excluded (people whose fiscal address is in the
Basque Country or Navarre).
Taxpayers must hand in 190 form and pay in required time the withholdings made on employees’ payroll and,
additionally, they have other specific requirement, which is to provide complete information about income paid
through Form 190 Annual Summary. Therefore, the reporting units compelled to submit Form 190 match
generally with one of the following classes:


Businesses or entities producers of goods and services bound to be sold out, whatever their legal form,
their activity and their dimension is. The following are included:


Personal businesses, comprising also farmers and professionals.



Shared properties and partnerships without legal personality.



Any kind of corporations and co-ops.



Temporary groupings.



Non-profit private bodies and entities providing services, not intended to be sold, to some groups of
families and businesses.



Local, Communities and State Public Administrations.



Non-resident natural persons, corporations and other entities operating in Spain through a permanent
business location in the country.

Footnote 2: The salaried people group is restricted to those workers who receive an annual earned income higher than a
twenty-fourth part of minimum official wage (SMI) or, in other words, people who worked more than fifteen days in the year at a
full-time employment regime. The spurious group removed is close to seven hundred thousand workers, with average wage
lower than half the monthly minimum official wage. The removal is due to the biases they cause in the salaries, especially in
registration and de-registration moments. Besides, it can be thought that they are not part of the structural labour force.

Reporting units list does not include households that pay salaries to domestic employees belonging to a Social
Security Special Scheme, because they are not subject to withholdings.
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Geographical Scope
The existence of special fiscal schemes linked to the District Councils of Basque Country and Navarre restrict
the geographical scope of the stat to the so-called Common Tax System Territory, in which those regions are
not included. Yet, corporations and entities that operate or hold business locations in both territories are
compelled to pay the withholdings made on salaries and to submit Form 190 Annual Summary to both Tax
Administrations. Thus, this stat includes all those payroll recipients whose fiscal address is inside the Common
Tax System Territory and who receive earned income from corporations or entities that are compelled to
submit tax returns to any of the Tax Administrations, wherever they are placed.

Temporal Scope
The temporal scope comprises the year t in which the tax is accrued and the preceding year t-1.
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4. Settings
The different Labour Market entry and exit movements that are shown in the statistical tables are defined as
follows:


REGISTRATIONS
A salaried person has caused a registration in year t if he/she is part of the Labour Market in that year,
but he/she was not part of it in the previous year.



DE-REGISTRATIONS
A salaried person has caused a de-registration in year t if he/she is not part of the Labour Market in that
year, but he/she was part of it in the previous year (t-1).



JOBS TENURES
A salaried person causes a job tenure situation in t year if he/she is part of salaried population in both the
reference year (t) and in the preceding year (t-1). This is the only possible job tenure concept at the level
of national total figures.

Nevertheless, at the time of studying the changes happened in Labour Market, there will be two FLOWS
related to salaried persons with job tenure situation in the years considered. The first one is the Geographical
mobility Flow (per Autonomous Community and per Province), that has to be understood as a change in the
fiscal address between the years t and t-1. The second one is the Sectoral mobility Flow, understood, in a
similar way, as the movements among the different economic sectors in which the salaried person works in
the years t and t-1.

Geographical Mobility
 Geographical mobility Flows per Autonomous Community
With respect to the salaried group belonging to an Autonomous Community, the following notions are defined:
The job tenures in Labour Market in the years t and t-1 can be classified, in turn, taking into account the
Community in which the salaried have their fiscal address (in the reference year and in the preceding one). In
this sense, for a single Community (i) in the reference year t, the Labour Market can enclose the following
movements of salaried people:


JOB TENURE IN COMMUNITY i (PURE TENURE)
The salaried person is part of the Community i Labour Market in the year t and he/she was part of that
Market too in the year t-1.



ENTRIES FLOW IN COMMUNITY i
Situations driven by registrations in the year t and in Community i of workers coming from other
Community (j). This means that in the year t-1 the workers studied were not part of Community i Labour
Market, just because they were part of Community j Market and, conversely, in year t they are not part
any longer of Community j Labour Market because they become part of Community i Market.



EXITS FLOW IN COMMUNITY i
This situation takes place when the salaried person was part of Community i Labour Market in the year t1, while in the year t he/she becomes part of the Labour Market of a different Autonomous Community
(j).

Taking into account the preceding definitions, the following agreements must take place:
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Entry flows number accounted nationwide in the year t must be equal to Exit flows number accounted in the
year t-1, which is to say that the final balance must be zero. It has to be born in mind that if a salaried person
is part of the Entries flow of a Community in the year t, such movement generates, at the same time, an Exit
flow from the Community in which he/she was working in the year t-1.
Therefore, for each Autonomous Community, the number of salaried persons belonging to its Labour Market in
the year t must be equal to the number of Registrations plus the number of Job Tenures plus the number of
Entry Flows in the Community in that year (salaried people coming from other Communities).
For each Autonomous Community, the number of salaried persons belonging to its Labour Market in the year
t-1 must be equal to the number of De-registrations in year t plus the number of Job Tenures in the year t plus
the number of Exit Flows in the Community in that year.

MOBILITY PER AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITY OUTLINE
JOB TENURES YEARS t & (t-1)
Registr. year t
(5)

Geographical Distribution

Total
Andalucía
Aragón
Asturias, Principado de
Illes Balears
Canarias
Cantabria
Castilla-La Mancha
Castilla y León
Cataluña
Extremadura
Galicia
Madrid, Comunidad de
Murcia, Región de
La Rioja
Comunitat Valenciana

Salaried people in Community i year t = (1)i+(2)i+(5)i
Salaried people in Community i year t-1 = (1)i+(3)i+(4)i
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De-reg. year t
(4)

Pure Tenure
(1)

Entry Flow
(2)

Exit Flow
(3)



Geographical mobility Flows per Province

With respect to the salaried group belonging to a Province, the following notions are defined:
The job tenures in Labour Market in the years t and t-1 can be classified, in turn, taking into account the
Province in which the salaried have their fiscal address (in the reference year and in the preceding one). In
this sense, for a single Province (i) in the reference year t, the Labour Market can enclose the following
movements of salaried people:


JOB TENURE IN THE PROVINCE i (PURE TENURE)
The salaried person is part of the Province i Labour Market in the year t and he/she was part of that
Market too in the year t-1.



ENTRIES FLOW IN PROVINCE i
Situations driven by registrations in the year t and in Province i of workers coming from other Province (j).
This means that in the year t-1 the workers studied were not part of Province i Labour Market, just
because they were part of Province j Market and, conversely, in year t they are not part any longer of
Province j Labour Market because they become part of Province i Market. Depending on if province j
belongs to the same Community than that of the worker destination i , the following entry flows are taken
into account:


Same Community
The destination Province i and the origin Province j belong to the same Community. In the
view per Community, this movement is accounted as pure tenure.



Different Community
The destination Province i and the origin Province j belong to different Communities. In the
view per Community, this movement is accounted as an entry flow in the Community to which
the destination Province i belongs. A change of Province and Community takes place at the
same time.



EXITS FLOW IN PROVINCE i
This situation takes place when the salaried person was part of Province i Labour Market in the year t-1,
while in the year t he/she becomes part of the Labour Market of a different Province (j). Depending on if
origin province i belongs to the same Community than that of the worker destination j or not, the following
exit flows are taken into account:


Same Community
Destination Province j and origin Province i belong to the same Community. In the view per
Community this movement is accounted as a pure tenure.



Different Community
Destination Province j and origin Province i belong to different Autonomous Communities. In
the view per Community this movement is accounted as an exit flow from the Community to
which the origin Province belongs. There is, at the same time, a change of Province and
Community.

Taking into account the preceding definitions, the following agreements must take place:
Total Exit flows number in provinces belonging to the same Community accounted in the year t-1 must be
equal to Entry flows to the provinces of the same Community accounted in the year t.
In the view per Community, the sum of exit (or entry) flows, per Provinces, with destination to Provinces of a
different Community matches, for each Community, with the exit (or entry) flow.
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For each Community, the sum of pure tenures per Provinces plus the entry (or exit) flows with destination to
Provinces of the same Community matches with the pure tenure in the view per Community.
Therefore, in the year t, the number of salaried persons belonging to the Labour Market for each Province
must be equal to the number of Registrations in that Province, plus the number of pure Job Tenures in the
Province, plus the number of Entry Flows in the Province, coming from Provinces of the same Community,
plus the number of Entry Flows in the Province, coming from Provinces of a different Community.
For each Province, the number of salaried persons belonging to the Labour Market in the year t-1 must be
equal to the number of De-registrations in the Province in year t, plus the number of pure Job Tenures in the
Province in the year t, plus the number of Exit Flows from that Province to other Provinces inside the same
Community in the year t-1, plus the number of Exit Flows from that Province to other Provinces outside the
Community in the year t-1.

MOBILITY PER PROVINCE OUTLINE
Geograph.
Distribut.

Salaried
year t-1

DRegist
year t-1
(1)

JOB TENURES IN YEARS t & t-1
Exit Flows
Different
AA.CC.
(2)

Same AA.CC
(3)

Andalucía
Almería
Cádiz
Córdoba
Granada
Huelva
Jaén
Málaga
Sevilla
Total

Salaried in Province i, year t = (1)i+(2)i+(3)i+(4)i
Salaried in Community i, year t-1 = (4)i+(5)i+(6)i+(7)i
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Pure
Tenures
(4)

Entry Flows
Same
AA.CC.
(5)

Different
AA.CC.
(6)

Regist.
year t
(7)

Salaried
year t

Sectoral Mobility
 Sectoral Mobility Flows
Flows prospect is also used relating to the different economic sectors. From this viewpoint, the employment
proportion allocated to each activity sector of withholders is attributed according to the earnings cashed by
salaried persons in each sector in which they hire their services. This vision allows evaluating the changes,
enlargements or decreases in salaried employment driven by variations in the situation of those economic
activities that employ salaried labour.
In a sectoral prospect, for workers in job tenure situation for two years in a row, it is not always met that if a
salaried person is part of the entry flows in a sector in the year t, he/she has to generate necessarily an exit
from the Labour Market in the same or different sector in the year t-1. This is because a salaried person can
be enrolled in different sectors along the same year. Also the entry flows total balance in a sector in year t has
to be equal to total exit flows in the year t-1.
When years in a row are considered, the study of Labour Market from the prospect of employees movements
driven by workers address variations or by changes of the sector to which the workers belong has been
defined, in a broad sense, as Flows.

SECTORAL MOBILITY OUTLINE
Economic Sectors

Reg. year t
(5)

De-Reg. year t
(4)

JOB TENURES IN YEARS "t" & "t-1"
Pure Tenure
(1)

Total
Agriculture, livestock, forestry & fishing
Mineral extraction, energy & water
Building sector & real estate activities
Trade, repair & transport
Media & telecom
Financial institutions & insurance companies
Services to companies
Welfare services
Other personal & leisure services

Salaried people in activity sector i, in the year t = (1)i+(2)i+(5)i
Salaried people in activity sector i, in the year t -1= (1)i+(3)i+(4)i
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Entry Flow
(2)

Exit Flow
(3)

5. Population Scope and Classifying Variables
Group Studied
As mentioned before, the population scope comprises the group of salaried persons, consisting of earners
whose income is reflected in Key A of Form 190 (employed persons in general). That income includes every
remuneration paid, either in cash or in kind, by the submitter (person or corporation/entity) as earned income.
In order to achieve consistent outcomes, the salaried persons who receive a yearly-earned income amount
lower than 15 worked days, in terms of the official minimum wage (which is to say lower than half the monthly
SMI), have been left out of the study.

Salaried Population
The annual reference in order to define the salaried population, as well as the existence of people having
more than one job, part-time employees and labour relationships lasting less than one year, make possible
that one employee could receive earned income from two or more businesses/entities along the year.
If we call Ni the cluster of entities that have paid earned income to the employee i and Sij the annual wage
paid by entity j to the salaried person i, the annual gross salary Si (before withholdings) obtained by that
person is:

Ni is the number of different wages collected by the salaried person i. N is the total number of payers.
A is the total number of salaried persons and equals to the sum of salaried persons enrolled in every entity j.

where Aj is the total number of salaried persons in the entity j defined as:

fij is defined as the weighing of each wage paid, that is the importance of annual income paid by entity j to
worker i over the total earned income received by that person i, while Nj is the total number of salaries paid by
the entity j (where Aj≤Nj). Therefore, the salaried person collecting wages from several entities is accounted as
salaried in an entity in the proportion of the salary paid by such entity with respect to the total cashed by the
worker.
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Classifying Variables
There are two kinds:
1. Permanent classifying variables. They are referred to a sole moment t, or t-1 when appropriate. Here,
gender, age and nationality are included.
2. Other variables. They have an origin point and a destination point defined by workers situation in the
years t-1 and t, respectively. These variables will make possible to build up flows statistical tables for
those salaried persons that stay in the Labour Market. The Autonomous Community, the Province, the
salary band and the classification of the economic activity, following the main activity sector to which
the withholder belongs, are included here.
Classifying variables used in the statistical tables are:
Salaried person gender (sex)
Every table is broken down by recipients’ sex. It is considered essential in order to achieve an overall view of
the differences in the Labour Market that stem from this personal feature.
Age
Salaried are classified by the age turned in the year t, except for de-registrations, in which the age in year t-1
is used (ages in both year t and year t-1 are taken for some tables). Age bands used in the stat are as follows:


Under 18 years old



From 18 to 25



From 26 to 35



From 36 to 45



From 46 to 55



From 56 to 65



Over 65 years old

For reasons linked to the statistical secrecy, mobility among Communities and economic sectors are shown
with the following clustering bands:


Under 26 years old



From 26 to 35



From 36 to 55



Over 55 years old

Nationality
For the different queries to be made, it will be taken into account if the salaried persons belong either to the
foreign population group or to the national population group. This division is made according to the first letter
of the fiscal identity number (NIF), which is X or M for foreigners and any of the rest of letters for natives.
Salary Band
According to the total income received, each worker will be included in one of the following salary bands:


From 0 to 0,5 times the SMI



From 0,5 to 1 SMI



From 1 to 1,5 SMI



From 1,5 to 2 SMI



From 2 to 2,5 SMI
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From 2,5 to 3 SMI



From 3 to 3,5 SMI



From 3,5 to 4 SMI



From 4 to 4,5 SMI



From 4,5 to 5 SMI



From 5 to 7,5 SMI



From 7,5 to 10 SMI



More than 10 times the SMI

SMI: Official minimum wage
Economic Activity Sectors
Each of the payers are classified in one of the following sectors according to their main business/activity:


Agriculture, livestock, forestry & fishing



Mineral extraction, energy & water



Building sector & real estate activities



Trade, repair & transport



Media & telecom



Financial institutions & insurance companies



Services to companies



Welfare services



Other personal & leisure services

The usefulness of this classifying variable is critical in order to study the changes driven by the economic
situation through the data related to workers mobility from one to other activity sectors, as well as the
knowledge about the structure of workers registrations/de-registrations in the Labour Market.
Autonomous Community
Each salaried person is included in the Community to which his/her fiscal address belongs to in the two
statistical reference years (t, t-1). In this way, the workers entry/exit flows among the different Autonomous
Communities can be found out.
Province
Each salaried person is included in the Province to which his/her fiscal address belongs to in the two statistical
reference years (t, t-1). In this way, the workers entry/exit flows among the different Provinces can be found
out.

Salaried people who are part of the studied group may be included in Form 190 submitted by one or several
withholders in each reference year. In order to build the tables up and to analyse them properly, each income
recipient will be accounted one single time, regardless the number of salaries perceived in the reference
period. In the same way, each salaries recipient inside the population scope will have a sole fiscal address,
regardless of the fiscal address of the withholders and whatever the number of salaries paid could be.
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6. Statistic Content
The publishing of the results has been arranged using three mobility blocks:


Labour Mobility



Geographic Mobility



Sectoral Mobility

Labour Mobility
This block is displayed following two classifying variables: Salary Bands and Age Bands.


Salary Bands
 Mobility by salary bands


Salaried people variation rates and salaries by bands



Weights/Rates of Registrations/De-registrations



Salaried net variations

These four tables are defined as follows:


Mobility per salary bands is broken down in the following tables:
 Mobility per salary bands, gender and nationality. It brings an overall view of Labour
Market, in the reference two-year period, offering data about the number of salaried
persons and their average annual salary (SMA), classified by bands, for
registrations/de-registrations/job tenures in Labour Market. A double viewpoint is
available for job tenures: classification by salary bands using both year t and year t1 salaries. This information is at the same time classified by nationality and gender.
 Mobility per salary bands and age. It brings an overall view of Labour Market, in the
reference two-year period, offering data about the number of salaried persons and
their average annual salary (SMA), classified by bands, for registrations/deregistrations in Labour Market. This information is at the same time classified by the
age of the salaried persons.
 Mobility per salary bands: job tenures. It offers information about the number of those
salaried persons who, staying in Labour Market in the reference two-year period,
either change the salary band or continue in the same band along the two-year
period. This target is achieved making visible if the band in the year t-1 is higher or
lower than in year t. Additionally to the number of salaried people, the variation of
the average annual salary (SMA) in the reference period is provided.
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Salaried persons and salaries per bands variation rates: it shows variation rates on number of
salaried persons and on their average annual salary (SMA) between the two years of the
reference period. It also provides the weight of the group of salaried persons with job tenure in
Labour Market with regards to the total number of salaried people in year t, as well as the
variation of their SMA between the years t and t-1. It classifies the outcomes per salary bands.



Weights/Registrations and De-registrations rates: it shows rates about salaried persons
Registrations and De-Registrations movements with regards to the total salaried population in
the year t-1, as well as the distribution of such movements. It classifies the outcomes per
salary bands.



Net Variation of salaried persons: Double input table per salary bands and age bands in which
information about the net balance of salaried people, worked out through Registrations minus
De-registrations, can be found. This information can be classified by gender and nationality.
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Age Bands
The outline shown in this block will be repeated all the stat long in the Summary sections:


Mobility



Salaried persons and salaries variation rates



Weights/Registrations and De-registrations rates

These tables are defined as follows:


Mobility: It brings an overall view of Labour Market, in the reference two-year period, offering
data about the number of salaried persons and their average annual salary (SMA), classified
by age bands, nationality and gender, for registrations/de-registrations/job tenures in Labour
Market.



Salaried persons and salaries variation rates: it shows variation rates on number of salaried
persons and on their average annual salary (SMA) between the two years of the reference
period. It also provides the weight of the group of salaried persons with job tenure in Labour
Market with regards to the total number of salaried people in year t, as well as the variation of
their SMA between the years t and t-1. Outcomes are classified per age bands.



Weights/Registrations and De-registrations rates: it shows rates about salaried persons
Registrations and De-Registrations movements with regards to the total salaried population in
the year t-1, as well as the distribution of such movements. It classifies the outcomes per age
bands.

Geographical Mobility
Geographical mobility flows per Autonomous Community
This section shows several data blocks:


Summary



Mobility Matrices among Communities



Registrations per Community



De-registrations per Community



Job-tenures per Community

Summary block provides the information shown in the first stat block, but with Communities criterion as the
sole classification.
Tables block called Mobility Matrices provides information about the number of salaried persons nkh who
staying in Labour Market in the reference two-year period, move their fiscal address from Community k to
Community h. The main diagonal of each matrix comprises the number of salaried persons, nhh, that stay in
the same Community along the two-year period. Therefore, each cell in a matrix row represents the number of
salaried persons whose fiscal address is in the Community that is the row header in the year t-1 and they
move that fiscal address to any of the Communities that are column header in year t. By columns, each cell
shows the number of salaried persons who move their fiscal address in the year t to the Community reflected
in column header, while that address was in any of the Communities of the row header in the year t-1. They
set up a three matrices group in function of de kind of salaried classification shown, that is following gender,
nationality or age bands.
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Autonomous Community.Year t
Andalucía

Autonomous Community
Year t-1

Andalucía

nhh

Aragón

nkh

Aragón

...

Comunitat
Valenciana

...
Comunitat
Valenciana

Registrations/De-registrations/Job tenures blocks provide the number of salaried persons and their average
annual salary for the total amount of Registrations, De-registrations and Job tenures in Labour Market, per
Community and gender. Each of these tables can be shown classified by nationality and age bands.
For statistical secrecy reasons, the data belonging to the cities of Ceuta and Melilla are excluded in the
mobility matrices.
Geographical mobility flows per Province
This section enclose the same outline tan the one seen for Communities. It has an alike content but changing
the geographical classification from Community to Province.
Mobility inter-provinces matrices are not displayed altogether but separately, as explained next, in order to
achieve an easier graphs visibility:


Salaried People Cross-Province Mobility Matrix: It shows the movements of salaried persons among the
provinces of two chosen Communities. In the chord diagram, graph bands describe the movements of
salaried between two provinces when in one of them at least the entry flow is higher than 5 salaried
persons.



Salaried People Cross-Province Mobility Matrix excluding Madrid and Barcelona: It shows the same
movements seen before, except those related to Madrid and Barcelona (included in a Matrix apart). In
the chord diagram, graph bands describe the movements of salaried between two provinces when at
least in one of them the entry flow is higher than 100 salaried persons.



Salaried People Cross-Province Mobility Matrix, when the movement has origin/destination in
Madrid/Barcelona: It shows the movements of salaried persons between any Province and Madrid and/or
Barcelona. In the chord diagram, graph bands describe the movements of salaried between two
provinces when at least in one of them the entry flow is higher than 100 salaried persons.

For statistical secrecy reasons, the data belonging to the cities of Ceuta and Melilla are excluded in the
mobility matrices.
Sectoral Mobility
This section comprises several data blocks:


Summary



Registrations in the economic activity sectors



De-registrations in the economic activity sectors



Job tenures in the economic activity sectors
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Summary block provides the information contained in the first block of the stat, but in this case with the
‘Activity Sectors’ as the sole classifying criterion used.
Registrations, De-registrations and Job tenures blocks are composed by three tables that show the number of
salaried persons and their average annual salary for the total amount of Registrations, De-registrations and
Job tenures in the Labour Market per activity sector and gender. Each of these tables can be shown classified
by nationality and age bands.

ENTRY FLOWS GRAPHS (CHORD DIAGRAMS)

Entry Flows Graphs Reading
New charts has been included in the Labour Market Mobility Statistic in order to viewing the entry movements
with the different geographical classifications used in: Autonomous Communities and Provinces.

Graph 1: Salaried People Mobility among Autonomous Communities
Job Tenures, defined as the salaried population that stay in Labour Market for two years in a row, has been
classified, in turn, into two groups. The first one refers to those who stay in the same geographical unit in that
period (their figures appear in the diagonal of the matrix). The second one comprises those who change of
geographical unit and whose movements are included within the so-called entry flows (salaried persons
located in a geographical unit in the year t having been working in other different in the year t-1). These entry
flows produce, at the same time, exit flows (salaried persons located in a geographical unit in the year t-1
who are located in other different unit in the year t). Due to job tenure definition, both flows reach the same
level, but the graph scale is depicted with entry flows, so that each colour arc identify the entries to a
geographical unit. At the bottom of the graph the scale used can be found and it depends on data magnitude
(in this graph, space between marks represents 250 workers).
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Graph1.1: Detail
In order to offer a clearer explanation on how to read the Autonomous Communities entry flows graph, valid
also for Provinces one, some descriptions are next made.
Detail about salaried people cross-Communities mobility matrix. Entry flows to Madrid Community and
Valencian Community.
Autonomous Community ‐ 2014
Madrid Community
Andalucía

1.187

818

436

974

141

1.093

245

504

73

Castilla - La Mancha

5.789

951

Castilla y León

4.450

469

Cataluña

2.181

1.468

Extremadura

1.353

125

Galicia

1.770

270

492

338

2.375.635

1.478

743

773

Autonomous Community ‐ 2013 Aragón
Asturias Principality
Canarias
Cantabria

Illes Balears
Madrid
Región de Murcia
La Rioja
Valencian Community
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Valencian Community

5.297
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250

76

2.342

1.534.922

As shown in the matrix, there is only one entry flow in one Community coming from other Community. If flows
between Madrid and Valencian Community are considered, the following information is taken out from the data
included in the cross-Communities mobility matrix:
Entries to Valencian Community of workers coming from Madrid Community = 1,478 salaried persons. Entries
to Madrid of workers coming from Valencian Community = 2,342 salaried persons.
These data are those that appear depicted in the graph.
If we look to the sector representing Valencian Community, this will exclusively show the entries to Valencian
Community of people coming from the different Communities. If we do it on other Communities arcs, we will
see the entries to these territories of people coming from Valencian Community. Let us see the flows between
Valencian and Madrid Communities.

1.47
8

2.34
2

Gráph 2: Salaried persons flows in Valencian Community
In the chord diagram, the movements between these two Communities are reflected in a sole stripe: the one
coloured in turquoise blue. For each Community, the higher or lower width of the stripe represents the
quantitative relevance of the entry flow. Thus, the salaried persons entered in Madrid coming from Valencian
Community (2,342 people) are reflected in the stripe width on Madrid arc and, in the same way, the salaried
persons entered in Valencian Community coming from Madrid Community (1,478 people) are reflected in the
stripe width on Valencian Community arc. So, the wider the stripe is, the higher is the number of salaried
persons.
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The prevailing stripe colour gives also information about the flows. Regarding the example used, the flow
between Madrid and Valencian Community is coloured in turquoise not in purple, because the entry flow to
Madrid coming from Valencia is larger (2,342 salaried persons) than that to Valencia coming from Madrid
Community (1,478 salaried people).
The same reading can be done about mobility among Valencian Community and the Communities of
Cataluña, Islas Baleares, R. de Murcia, Aragón, Canarias and Cantabria. Conversely, as mobility flows of
Valencian Community towards or from both Castiles, Asturias and Andalucía are favourable to Valencian
Community, their flows are coloured in purple.
Regarding Valencian Community again and choosing, in this case, the foreign nationality, the following graph
is shown.

Graph 3: Salaried Foreigners Flows in Valencian Community
As in the preceding example, the space between marks represent 250 workers, but in the graph this group
becomes more evident as it is not so large. It can be easily noticed that Valencia salaried persons flows
balance with Cataluña is favourable to the former and the colour of the stripe is purple now, instead of yellow,
as it could be seen when total salaried persons flow was being considered.
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